
 
 

 

Lot 50–Kanyanyapilla, McLaren Vale 

Bi-cultural Ecological and Cultural Regeneration 

Newsletter No 12, March 2019 
Hi Everyone 
 

News 
 
Well, there’s a new banner image above, four years down the track. Last appearance for the original 2015 image. 
 
History Festival Open Days – May 2019 
The annual open days are again to be part of the History Trust’s History Festival. L50K will be open on Sunday 5th 
May and Wednesday 8th May, 11.00am – 4.00pm. There will be presentations daily; 11.30 am, The Bi-cultural 
Heritage of L50K by Gavin and at 2.30 pm, The Archaeology of L50K by project archaeologist, Keryn Walshe. 
 
Gavin and Karl Telfer will also be speaking in the Aldinga Library as part of the History Festival on Friday, 3

rd
 May 

at 2.00 pm on Ngaltingga Yerta Aldinga Country. 
 
The Weather (Again) 
Well, we’re all familiar with the unusual weather patterns of late. 2018 was hotter and drier than average and the 
start of 2019 continues the pattern. We’ve just had the hottest summer on record and South Australia’s driest for 33 
years. And yes, the CC words are being mentioned more often now as the cause. The warming trend is evident. 
 
Down here from BOM records at the nearby Pirramimma Winery, average rainfall for January is 20.6 mm and we 
ran 19 mm short, receiving a miserly 1.6 mm; hardly enough to call rain. From 19

th
 December to the end of 

February we have received 14 mm against an average of 52 mm, so only about one quarter of average. Ground 
moisture has evaporated with no effective rain since mid-December. Despite stepped up hand watering of the 2018 
plantings losses are about one-third. And some of the 2017 plantings are succumbing which is a real 
disappointment. 
But you have to look at things in a slightly positive way: 
. I’m not a primary producer who really feels and carries the impact. 
. The more seedlings that succumb, the less I have to water!! (Awful) 
 

Other Stuff 
Premiere of Documentary Treading Lightly 
The premiere screening of the documentary Treading Lightly by Nick Graalman at the Mercury Cinema was a sell 
out and an outstanding success. The film documents Nick and partner Jamie’s yearlong attempt to get their carbon 
footprint down to the global allowance. How did they go? Can’t let the cat out of the bag on that one; go see it on 
the 15

th
. The audience response provided a well-deserved affirmation of their efforts and the quality of the film. 



Nick and Jamie have adopted one hectare of land at L50K which they are planting and maintaining as a carbon 
offset. Located in the south-west corner, it is the steepest section of the property and will therefore be the most 
heavily vegetated to reduce difficult maintenance. It overlooks the swamp and the Victor Harbor Road, the main 
view into L50K for passing traffic. 
 
The drone shots of L50K are fantastic, got me all emotional. After costs Nick & Jamie are donating proceeds from 
the screening to L50K for seedling purchases next season. Nick, as Timelapse Adelaide, has also sponsored the 
ten year time lapse camera at L50K, latest pics later. 
 
Call of the Reed Warbler 
Published in 2017 it wasn’t until late 2018 that I finally read this engaging and much needed book by New England 
based Charles Massey. A lifelong farmer and ‘student’ Massey outlines ‘a new agriculture for a new Earth’, called 
regenerative farming. The book is the outcome of a PhD which involved interviewing many regenerative famers 
throughout Australia, drawing on their practical wisdom and experience in working out how to work with the land, 
particularly indigenous eco-systems, supported by a number of academics and ecological thinkers. Many of the 
farmers, male and female, came from families with multi-generation land ownership and experience. They 
comprehensively understand the degradation that has been wreaked upon our supporting eco-systems by their, 
and our, forebears (and contemporaries) using standard European based farming practices and industrial farming. 
 

Massey and his colleagues present another approach to agriculture. Although I don’t agree with everything said, I 
thoroughly recommend a read of the Reed Warbler. It’s up there with Bill Gammage and The Biggest Estate. 
 

L50K produces 200-250 bales of hay each year for cattle feed and supports the grazing of two horses. It’s not a 
‘farm’ as such but I quietly think of L50K as making a small contribution to what I’ve thought of as ‘re-balancing 
agriculture.’ But I don’t have to make a quid out of it and cultural, rather than agricultural, production is the 
emphasis. 
 

The Australian Reed warbler Acrocephalus australis hangs out around reed swamps, just like the one at L50K and 
was recorded there in the June 2016 bird survey. I’m afraid I’m yet to know its distinctive call or recognise the little 
fellow; I’m behind the eight ball on birds and their calls but one day … 
 

 
Australian Reed warbler (image courtesy Bushpea.com) 

 

Happening in the Hood 
 

Branson Road, Safety Upgrade 
Between October 2015 and August 2018 four vehicles have crashed into or though the fence at L50K adjacent the 
corner of Pethick and Branson Roads. Submissions to the City of Onkaparinga over that time have now borne fruit; 
the corner is to be rebuilt and bituminised in the 2019-2020 financial year. Fortunately the damage to date has only 
been property (and a few swear words), not life or limb, human or horse. 
 

Pethick Road Swamp Crossing – Environmental Water Flows 
Since mid-2016 I’ve been in discussions with the City of Onkaparinga about the need for improved environmental 
water flows in the swamp. It can be years between drinks and low water flows are presently impounded by the 
‘dam’ that is formed by Pethick Road and in the wonderful high flows; the road is submerged and washed away. 
 

Well, things are moving. I have now been formally advised that after preliminary investigations, detailed design and 
costing will occur in the 2019-20 financial year for a crossing with culverts under the road pavement level. 
Construction is tentatively scheduled for 2020-21. The swamp thanks Council and all involved. 
 

And a few years back the grove of feral ash on the road verge in the swamp was killed off courtesy of NRM. Now 
the dead trees have been felled and chipped, courtesy of the City of Onkaparinga. The chippings became mulch on 
L50K. The removal of the ash has certainly enabled the juvenile Redgums to step forward (over page).  
 

Imagine, a Redgum and reed lined crossing of the swamp. Not too far away now. 



 
Pethick Road swamp crossing – breakfast time 23.02.2019 

 
Pethick Road swamp crossing – lunch time 23.02.2109 

 
Feral Olive Removal 
Feral olive removal is another recurring topic in the newsletter as we collectively move towards achieving a feral 
free precinct (and long term Willunga Basin). This time, in the news is a remote controlled stump muncher on the 
Victor Harbor Road verge removing the remains of a huge olive stump. DPTI contractors had cut down and 
poisoned the tree but as can happen with olives; it reshot and was becoming a problem again. Not anymore. 
Thanks to DPTI for their ongoing efforts with feral olive control. 
 

 
And I thought Vermeer was a Dutch Baroque painter who specialized in domestic interior scenes of middle-class life 

 

The Year in Review, 2018 

Maintaining the tradition of reviewing each year’s activities through images here’s some of the activities/highlights 
of the last year to February 2019 (the land was acquired 17 Feb. 2015). After four years much, but not all, of the 
initial upgrade as planned has been achieved; sheds, shelters and seats, fencing repairs, vehicle tracks, major 
weed control and olive removal, and the structural planting pretty well done. 
 
It is intended the fifth year be a quieter and more contemplative time (but must finish the shed); and where to over 
the next five years?? 
 
Again my thanks to all who are supporting this project; personal and institutional. This year particular thanks to 
Ched, Nick and Jamie for their regular visits to assist and Trevor for the tank and tractor log wrangling (see later). 
 
Cheers      Gavin 
 



Timelapse Images 

 
14 February 2019 

 

 
15 February 2018 

 

 
03 June 2017 

For more images see http://www.timelapseadelaide.com/?page_id=1462 

http://www.timelapseadelaide.com/?page_id=1462


Machines 
Except for the tree trunk delivery, the machines were more moderate this year. 
 

   
Tipping logs and Toro resting 

   
Wrangling logs and raking hay 

Things Built 

 
Tank seat 1 (there’s another in progress, the other half) 

People 

   
Jamie & Nick, two of many takes towards treading lightly 



 

   
Ched, two of many loads towards feral free 

 

   
Bronwyn, Jaja, Susan, Georgina & grannies, Chas                      Emma & the bee hive move 

 
Critters 

 
Beefore the move 

 
What, us? Nibbling the sheoak? Cages around the trees are to inhibit grazing; they literally graze Sheoak to death 



   
On the lookout                                                        Who cares 

Fire 

   
Olives and Pine 

Water 

   
Run off from the Victor Harbor Road after a flash downpour (even in the dry year) 

 
Memories of ‘16 



And Things You Can Only Do On ‘Papa’s Farm’ 
 

   
Perform in the Dendro Theatre with nana                                 Ride in the sky in the dragon fly 

 

   
Roast marshmallows in the drum                Take Sharkie for a walk in the swamp 

 
 

Contact and Information 
 
Gavin Malone: gavindmalone@gmail.com          Website: lot50kanyanyapilla.com 
 
 

Project Partners and Supporters 

          Timelapse Adelaide 
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